
 
PARENTAL CIRCULAR REGARDING IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR       

PRE-BOARD-I  EXAMINATION [DECEMBER -2020] 

                                                                                                               DATED 02-12-2020 

Dear Parent 

 As you are aware that the PRE-BOARD-I  EXAMINATION is scheduled to begin 

from 9TH DECEMBER 2020 onwards. In this regard we are circulating important 

instructions for smooth conduct of exam. 

1. To ensure smooth attempt of examination by your ward WIFI connectivity at 

home is must. Mobile data proves costly and has connectivity issues. 

2. Your ward has been messaging teacher regarding network issues. As per the 

recent spike in Covid cases it is pertinent that school would not open for middle 

and senior classes until the next few months. Hence Online classes shall continue. 

We advice you to find a permanent solution to this problem. 

3. Students have to complete their subjective paper in given time limit. Your 

ward would find question paper shared on Whatsapp.  

4. In case your ward faces network issues then he/ she need to send message 

to Class teacher in her personal inbox. He/She will allow entry to the class 

again. 

5. Check mobile data/ WiFi connection before attempting exam. Ensure 

other family members do not use their mobiles for watching videos or heavy files 

 (in case have WiFi at home), 

6. The moment your ward clicks on the link for exam he/ she should keep his/ 

her Video ON and Audio in Mute mode. Mobile should be kept focused on 

the writing material. While attempting teacher should be seeing what student is 

doing. In case students donot switch on the video the Observer shall note 

down the names of students and cancel their exam. 

7.Blurred answersheet if uploaded shall not be evaluated by teacher. Hence 

before uploading PDF on Google form link check clarity of all the scanned pages.  

7. In Senior classes we have asked students to arrange two    devices. Teachers 

have explained the purpose clearly.   

8. In Objective ( Google form paper) kindly donot rush up for entering details . 

Teacher's will send you link 3-4 minutes before the time slot given. Open the 



form exactly at the time slot given if 8 am then open after 8 am. You need to 

wait for the form to open up properly. Enter the needful details and answers 

and submit. Once you receive response submitted successfully that means 

your ward's paper has been submitted. Please do not send the screen shot of 

answers to the subject teacher. In case there is network issue and you do not 

receive message of response submitted then only send screenshot.  

9. Please do not convert Google form into PDF document and upload on 

Email ID. Only Subjective paper PDF is to be uploaded. But do take 

screenshot of answers you have attempted for your reference. Donot send 

to teachers. Incase there is some issues regarding submission then only 

send those screenshots to teacher concerned. 

10. Subjective paper will start exactly at 9:30  am . Zoom Link will be sent 

by teachers as mentioned. Ensure your child sits in the room ready with all the 

material required. As soon as your ward clicks on the link and enters the exam 

room teacher shall check attendance and share question paper. Rest is given in       

point no. 6. 

11. Kindly donot send any PDF submission of answersheet on school Email 
ID . A separate google form link  will be shared 20 minutes prior to 
completion of paper(11:00 am). 

12.  Paper 1 link shall be sent to you at 8 am. Submission to be done by 9.00 
am. 

Paper 2 will begin at 9.30 am  sharp. Question paper will be shared on 
WhatsApp group at 9.25 am. You will be given 2 hours to complete the paper.  

Completion of paper by 11.30 am and uploading of PDF (answer sheet ) on 
Google link by 11.45 am sharp. As time limit shall be there on the submission 
link of Google form you have to be fast in uploading as after 11.45 am it will 
not accept your PDF. Hence strictly follow the time limit given. 
 
Important Note: 
Ensure you have network with strong capacity. No issues in submission or form 
opening shall arise if network is strong. The COVID situation shall invariably 
continue for next few months hence you have to strongly depend on internet and 
schools have to take exam on the digital platform only hence our earnest request 
to check the network issues beforehand. 
 
Study leave shall be on Non- Exam days and on 8 December,2020. Regular 
classes will resume from 23 December,2020 onwards. 
 



Deposit outstanding fee dues if any before the commencement of Pre- Board Exam. 
If paid kindly ignore. 
 

All the Best for the Exams 

 

Regards 

Principal 

 
    

 


